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SOLVING THE UNSTEADY HEAT TRANSEER PROBLEM WITH PERIODIC 
BOUNDARY CONDITION BY THE BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATIONS METHOD*
Sorko S.A,, Karpovich S.E.
In the paper, a solution o f  unsteady heat transfer problem with periodic boundary condition by means o f  bound­
ary integral equations method was presented. Also was presented the results o f numerical simulation o f heat transfer in 
two dimensional area with oscillating temperature on the boundary.
1. Introduction
The phenomena of heat transfer witch the periodical changes of temperature on physical 
boundaries of analysed objects takes place in many engineering mechanisms (engines, compres­
sors), heating and cooling systems and hydraulic networks.
Also the heat transfer equations with conditions of oscillation temperature or heat flux on 
boundaries takes important role in mathematical description of many engineering, geothermal and 
biological problems.
2. Equation of the heat conduction
The processes in which the main mechanism of the heat transfer is the mechanism of heat 
conduction are described by Fourier-Kirchhoff equation.
The differential equation of unsteady heat conduction in homogeneous substance witch con­
stant thermal diffusion coefficient takes the form [1]:
ЭТ
T ech n ica l U n ivers ity  o f  B ia łysto k , B ia łysto k , P o la n d
V^T —
a  dt
=  0
with initial condition (l.a) and boundary conditions (l.b).
qe A:T(q,t = 0) = ToL(q)
p e  L, :T (p ,t) = TL(p,t)
p e L2 : q(p, t) = - X  = qL (p, t)
an
( 1 )
(l.a, l.b)
Fig. I. Sketch fo r  the two dim ensional boundary problem  analysis o f  Fourier equation  
Particular form of the boundary condition is the condition of periodical changes of the tem­
perature on the boundary;
TL(p,t) = T(p)exp(tot) (l.c)
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The first internal Fourier problem for differential equation (1) with conditions (l.a) and (l.b) 
in two dimensional area (Л) has the general solution of the integral form [1 ]:
T(p,t) + a J  jT (q ,x )E (p ,q ,t,x )d L q d x + Jjro L (p )K (p ,q ,t,x )d A q  = 0  (2)
xo(M) (Л)
where the kernels (fundamental solutions) have the form:
K (p,q,t,x) = -
1
4Tia(t-x)
-ex p r(p,q)"
4 a(t -  x)
|r(p ,q)|cos(r(p,q),n  ) 
E(p, q, t, X) = -------------------------- r— ^  ex p
Function T(q,x) satisfies integral equation:
t
1
r(p.q)
4 a ( t-x )
(2.a)
JJ- T ( p , t ) - f a  I I q(q,x)K(p,q,t,x)dLqdx = g(p,t)
where:
"toCLi)
g(p,t) = T L (p ,t)-  I ToL(p)K(p,q,t,x)dAfЯ
(Л)
(2')
(2")
The second internal Fourier problem for differential equation (1) with conditions (l.a) and 
(1 .c) in two dimensional area (A) has the general solution of the integral form [1]:
t
T(p, t) + a  J J q(q, X) K(p, q, t, x)dLqdx + JJto. (p)K(p,q,t,x)dAq = 0 (3)
^o(Li)
Function q(q,x) satisfies integral equation:
t
(Л)
+ ^ q (p , t ) - f a  J j*q(q,x)E(p,q,t,x)dLqdx = h(p,t)
^o(Li)
where:
h(p,t) = q b (p ,t) -  | L  (p)E(p,q,t,x)dAq
(З')
(3")
(Л)
tion
3. Solving the problem of the unsteady heat conduction with periodical boundary condi-
The unsteady heat conduction in two dimensional object with condition of periodically 
changed temperature on boundary line is described by the equation:
Э^Т Э^Т 1 т ,(р ,.)  = Т-ехр(-ш ,) (4)
Эх^ Эу^ a  dt 
In this case the temperature may be treated as the function:
T = Uexp(-cot) T = T (x ,y ,t) ; U = U(x;y) (5)
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The space and time derivatives of the temperature are equal respectively;
ЭТ эи  , . , Э^Т э^ и  , . ,
exp(-KOt), — -  = — ^exp(-KDt)
Эх Эх 
ЭТ эи
-exp(-icot),
Ъу} Эх^
Э^Т _  э^ и
Эу^ Эу^
exp(-i(ot) (5')
Эу Эу
эт
----- = U(-iCL))exp(-i(ot)
Эt
Introducing relations (5) to equation (4) leads to differential equation for function (U):
у 2 и  + к ^ и = 0  , k ^ = —  (5*)
a
The integral solution of differential equation has the form [2]:
U(P) = -  Jnq U(q)K(p,q)dLq + Ju (p )E (p ,q )dL q  ; p ,q e  (Л) (6)
( L )  (L )
where the kernels K(rp,rq) and E(rp,rq) are expressed by spherical Hankel functions of the first 
kind of order zero and one [3]:
K (p,q)-^H [)'^(krpq)
E(p, q) = Hq • V K(p, q) = ^  к H j'^krpq) (6*)
•■pq=|P-q|
On the boundary line (Л) function U(q) ; q e  (Л) satisfies the integral equation:
q U ( q ) K ( p , q ) d L q  = T "  j E ( p , q ) d L q - ^  ; p , q e ( L )
(L )
T
(L )
(7)
4. Numerical solution of integral equation of heat conduction with periodical boundary 
condition
Discrete solution of integral equation can be obtained approximating the boundary line by the 
finite set of partial lines. Under condition, that considered equations are satisfied together with 
boundary conditions on the partial lines (straight or curved elements) (fig. 2).
Fig. 2. D iscretization o f  area (A)
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Integral equation can be expressed as the system of algebraic linear equations for the function
Q U (q)^
Эп
at collocation points on each element:
V /
*f-l -  Ż1 ^1  j=i
3U(qy,)
Эп
^[jl
J K(p|ij,qyj)dLq =
J
I t *
j=i
V У[і
I t *
j=i
Y ^J E(p^ij,qy])dLq -0 .5
.1 ( 4 j1)
; l = U (7.a)
I /'
I
j = l  V Эп 1[jl
3  J K(p[ij,qy])dLq 
(4 jP
Y >
3  J E(pfi],q[jj)dLq -0 .5Л (4jl) ; l = U (7.b)
In equations (7.a), (7.b) symbols 9^  and 3  denotes the real and imaginary part of ker­
nels (6*).
5. Examples
Example (1) -  Calculation temperature field in unitary square for the boundary temperature 
distribution (fig. 3.):
left hand side Tl = 0° [C] right hand side =100° [C] lower side Tq =100° [C]
upper side Ту = 0° +100° cos(cot) [CJ and . — = 1.0
\  a
Fig. 3. 2D  area
Figures (4.a) and (4.b) illustrated temperature profile respectively at x=0.5 and y=0.5 coordi­
nates for period (0,2тг) . Figures (5) shows the evolution of the temperature field
n o
11
Fig. 5. Temperature field in rectangular area for boundary condition Ту =  Tq + AT COS(COt)
Example (2) -  Calculation temperature field d  = f(z,t) in semi infinite area with periodical
boundary condition ■& = fi^cos{(ot) where non-dimensional surplus of the mean temperature of area 
(ground temperature example in the one year period).
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[5] [6] [7] [8]
Fig. 6. Temperature field in semi infiinite area for boundary condition '& =  '& cos(cot)
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